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Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for

Ordinary Differential liquations*

By M. Delfour, W. Hager and F. Trochu

Abstract. A class of Galerkin methods derived from discontinuous piecewise polynomial

spaces is analyzed. For polynomials of degree k, these methods lead to a family of one-step

schemes generating approximations up to order 2k + 2 for the solution of an ordinary

differential equation.

1. Introduction. We study Galerkin approximations to ordinary differential

equations using discontinuous, piecewise polynomial spaces. These schemes gener-

alize a method proposed by Lesaint and Raviart [19]. The value of the approxima-

tion at tj, a point of discontinuity in the approximating polynomial x(), is given by

an average across the jump: ajX(tj~) + (1 — aJ)x(tJ+). The case a, = 1 is related to

the scheme of Lesaint and Raviart while, for piecewise constant approximation, the

values a = 0, \, and 1 correspond, respectively, to Euler's explicit, improved, and

implicit schemes.

For linear equations and piecewise polynomials of degree k, we prove supercon-

vergence of order 2k + 1 when the a- lie in specified intervals. Experimentally, the

same convergence rate is observed for nonlinear problems; and, moreover, for

exceptional a,, the rate increases to 2k + 2. The estimates of Lesaint and Raviart

were based upon results of Butcher [6]-[9] and Crouzeix [11] for implicit Runge-

Kutta methods. This strategy for estimating the error seems to fail when a. ¥= 0 or

1, and our approach is to view the bilinear form associated with the Galerkin

problem as continuous with respect to mesh-dependent norms and then to study

stability in these norms. This strategy is also used by Babuska and Osborn [3] for

second order boundary value problems and Babuska, Osborn, and Pitkäranta [4]

for some mixed methods applied to fourth order elliptic equations.

Galerkin approximations to differential equations using continuous piecewise

polynomials are studied by Hulme [17], [18] and other references are found in his

bibliography. Note, however, that these continuous approximations have order 2k

at the mesh points instead of 2 k + 1. Another discontinuous scheme with order

2k + 2 is studied by Delfour and Dubeau [13]. Applications of discontinuous

methods are given by Lesaint and Raviart [19], Delfour and Trochu [14], Delfour

[12], and Wellford and Oden [20], [22], [23], [24].
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2. The Method. Consider the initial value problem

±(t)-t(x(t),t),       tG[0,T],
(2.1)

x(0) = x°,

where x: [0, T] -+ R" and f: R" X [0, T] -> R". Assuming a solution exists, it is

approximated using a discontinuous piecewise polynomial space. First, let us

describe the space.

Given an integer N > 0, define A = T/N, tm = mh, and Jm = (tm_x, tm). Let

Pk[a, b] denote the set of polynomials defined on (a, b), with degree at most k, and

nA be the discontinuous piecewise polynomial space defined as follows: v G Uh if

and only if v restricted to Jm lies in the /i-fold Cartesian product

(Pk[t„-1> tm])" = P"[tm-l, '»] X • • •   X^*['m-l' '»]

for each m. The uniform mesh was introduced solely to simplify the exposition; the

Galerkin scheme and analysis applies to grids for which the ratio between the

biggest and the smallest mesh spacing is bounded uniformly in N.

Next, we formulate the Galerkin scheme. The dot product between vectors in R "

is denoted y • z and the L2[tm_,, tm] inner product is defined by

(v, w)m = f'"  v(/) • w(r) dt.
Jtm-\

Consider the problem: Find x G Ylh and x(0") and x(T+) G R" such that

Í x« • y(tj-) = x«_, • v(</_,) + (x, v)j + (f(x), y)j,

{      } I *o" = A
for all v G Pk[tj^x, tj] and j = 1, 2, . . . , N, where f(x) denotes the map t h>

f(x(r), t), a = {a0, ax, . . . , aN} is a given set of scalars, and x" G (/?"VV+1 is the

vector with components

(2.3) x» = Ojx(tr) + (1 - a,)x(f/).

Since the solution to (2.2) consists of both a piecewise polynomial and vectors

x(0~) and x(T+) G R", it is convenient to regard the elements of IIa as defined on

[O-, T + ] with (x((T), x(T + )) and (x(0+), x(T~)) possibly different.

In general, (2.2) is equivalent to n[N(k + 1) + 1] equations in n[N(k + 1) + 2]

unknowns. To reduce the number of unknowns by n, we restrict ourselves to the

following cases:

(1) a0 = 0 and ay =£ 1 for^' = 1, . . . , N, or

(2) aN = 1 and a, ^ 0 fory = 0, . . . , N - I.

In case (1), the unknown x(0~) disappears, giving us modified Runge-Kutta

schemes (see Proposition 3.1); in case (2), x(T+) disappears and the schemes are

generally implicit over the entire region [0~, T] (see Appendix 2).

3. Numerical Implementation. To simplify the discussion in this section, we

assume that n = 1. In solving (2.2), inner products are evaluated using (k + 1)-

point quadrature. It is assumed that the abscissae (£0, . . . , £k} c [0, 1] and associ-

ated weights {ûq, . . . , ak} are chosen so that

k

Lxp(t)dt= 2 "¡Pd)
o ,--o
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for allp G P2*"'[0, 1]. Define the polynomials

457

*„«)=   II |—%,        Km<k,
j-l   im        V
j¥*m

•1

*J£) =   II t-7.       0 < m < aí,
7-0  «m        5/

and

>U0 =
elsewhere;

<fym and vJm are defined in a similar fashion. Expanding x G II* in terms of the

basis {ypjm}, we have

7-1    m=0

where

Proposition 3.1. Assume that aQ = 0 ana a, ¥= I for j = I, . . . , N. If inner

products are evaluated by quadrature, (2.2) is equivalent to the following system:

k

(3.1a)        xj, - */_, + h 2   <W(*7m. '») + Vy-i-       / = 0, . . . , A:,
m-0

(3.1b)

where

(3.2)

x/ - x/_, + h 2   amXx,m, {,»),
m = 0

alm = am[^(l/)°m + a,   XV,(i„)], V0 = 0,

¿-i

^ = <a

and it is the Legendre polynomial of degree k, translated and scaled to [0, 1], with

normalization 7r(0) = 1.

Proof. Inserting v = Vji into (2.2), we get

(3.3) 0 = v,(0)xf_, + (x, Vj,)j + (f(x), Vjl)j

for 1 < / < k. Since the quadrature formula is exact for elements of Pu~ ',

v,(0) = C <b,(t) dt-a, + a0<j>,(Q,
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and

(x, Vj,). = -h~x(x, <t>j,). = -[ao<f>/(£o)*7Tj + aixjt\

But, a, ^ 0 so (3.3) becomes:

(3.4) Xj, = xf_x - ^^(Q{xjQ - */_,] + Uf(x), Vj,).
a¡ a¡

Recalling that tt is orthogonal to <b, and ir<f>i G P2k~x,

0 = ("•> <*>/) = «ow(lo)«í>/(lo) + a,w(i),

where (•, •) denotes the L2[0, 1] inner product. Hence, (3.4) can be expressed as

(3.5) Xß - */_, + ^g [xjV - */_,] + 1 (/(*), „„),.

Now, by the definition of z. and (2.3), we have

uy- 1

(3-6)

= 2 ^(o)[^m - */_,].
m = 0

Substituting for xJm using (3.5) gives us

(3-7)        2   UO)^(xjo - x/_.) = - 2    ^(/(x), qjj, + zj_x.
m-0 "VSo/ m=l        "m

Since w G />* and tt(0) = 1,

1 = „(0) =  £   7r(U<U0).
m = 0

Hence (3.7) reduces to the following:

(3.8) xj0 = */_, - w(|0) i   ^P-(Ax), vjm)j + TT(QZj_x.
m = 1 m

Combining (3.5) and (3.8),

(3.9)    *,, = */_, +tt(£/) 2    ^(/(x), vJm). + z,_,] + i(/(x), «,„),
m = 1 m /

for 1 < / < k. Finally, inserting v = 1 in (2.2) yields

(3.10) x; = x;_x + (f(x),i)j.

If inner products are evaluated by quadrature, (3.8)-(3.10) become (3.1).   □

Remark 3.2. In general, (3.1a) is a nonlinear system of k + 1 equations in the

A: + 1 unknowns v, = xJh I = 0, . . . , k, which has the form

y = g(y).

If there exists a constant X > 0 such that

\f(x,t)-f(y,t)\<X\x-y\

for all x, y G R and / G [0, T], then, for A sufficiently small, g is a contraction on

Rk + X and the successive substitutions

(3.11) y^giy7)
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converge to the solution of (3.1a). An initial guess is generated by extrapolating

forward to the interval Jj, the polynomial computed on the previous mesh interval.

This gives us

k

(3.12) yf*    2     ClmXj-\,m>
m-0

where clm = ^m(l + £,).

If a column or a row of the matrix A = [a,m] vanishes, one of the unknowns is

computed explicitly, and we are left with k equations. The first row is zero if

£0 = 0, and we have

(3.13) Xj0 - x/_, + Vy-i-

The last column is zero when ^ » 1, and, moreover,

*-i

(3.14) Xjk =  Jc/_,  + A   2     «*»/(**,. tjm) + bkZj_x.
m-0

These values for £0 and £k are produced by Gauss-Radau quadrature. For Gauss-

Lobatto quadrature, £„ = 0 and £k = 1 ; hence, both xj0 and xJk are explicitly

determined, and we are left with k — 1 equations. If a- = 0 for all j, these

Gauss-Radau and Gauss-Lobatto schemes reduce to those studied by Butcher [8].

When i0 = 0, the computations associated with the interval Jj proceed as

follows:

(1) Evaluate xJ0 with (3.13).

(2) Compute {xJX, . . . , xJk} using the successive approximations (3.11) and the

initial guess (3.12).

(3) Evaluate xf and z} by (3.1b) and (3.2), respectively.

For (¡al, the computations become:

(1) Compute {xjQ, . . . , xJk_x} using successive substitutions on the first k

equations in (3.1a).

(2) Evaluate xjk, xf, and zy by (3.14), (3.1b), and (3.2), respectively.

Remark 3.3. If a, = 1 for some y, the expression for z, involves the factor 1/0.

However, making the new definition

j

we obtain a system similar to (3.1) that is valid when Oj ¥= 0,j = 0, . . . , N. In the

special case a, = l,j = 0,...,N, the new system is equivalent to (3.1), but with

the b¡Zj_, term replaced by zero, it normalized so that 7r(l) = 1, and

/-i

Remark 3.4. Let a0 = 0. As a- for j > 1 approaches - oo, the piecewise poly-

nomial satisfying (2.2) becomes continuous. Solving for x(t*) from (2.3),

x(t;) =[x; - ajX(t-)]/(i - aj).

Now take the limit as a, approaches -oo. By (3.1), both xf and x(tf) are

independent of a,, and hence x(tf~) = x(t~) in the limit. On the other hand,

xf" ¥^ x(tj) in general.
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For the limiting scheme, the computation of the approximating polynomial and

{Xj~°°} essentially uncouples. We sum over y in (2.2), and integrate by parts to

obtain

(3.15) (x-f(x),v) = 0

for all v G II* with v continuous on [0, T] and v(T~) = 0. When x G Uh is

continuous and x(0+) = x0, (3.15) gives us kN equations in the same number of

unknowns. After computing x, the {x--oc} is evaluated using (3.1b).

4. Nodal Error. The analysis of piecewise constant approximations, which follows

conventional arguments, is given in Appendix 2. For k = 0 and a0 = 0, the scheme

is unstable unless a. <\, 1 < j < N. The value a- =\ corresponds to the second

order Euler improved scheme while the choice a, < \ gives first order convergence.

Henceforth, it is assumed that k > 1, and we make the simplifying assumption that

(4.1) f(x, i) = A(t)x + b(t),

where A(t) is an n X n matrix, and the elements of A and b have square-integrable

derivatives through order k on [0, T]. Our results, however, extend to the general

nonlinear case. This section examines the error at the nodes.

Notation. The following spaces of functions f: (a, A) —» R" are utilized:

L\a, b):

L~[a, b\.

Hk[a, b\.

Square-integrable functions.

Essentially bounded functions.

Functions with derivatives through order k

in L2[a, b].

C[a, b]: Continuous functions.

For x G Lac[tj_x, tj], let \\x\\xj denote the essential supremum of |x(/)| over t G Jj

where | • | is the Euclidean norm, and for x G Hk[tj_x, tj], define

IMlly = 2   (x(/), x«>)..
i-O

We also define the norms

||-||00 = max{||-|L,/y=l,...,yV}

and

II • If* = 2   II • Illy
7-1

The zero subscript on || • ||0 is often dropped; that is, || • || = || • ||0. Finally, for any

/ > 0, | • 1^, denotes the sup norm on R1, and MT is the transpose of the matrix M.

Letting x* denote the solution to (2.1) and assuming the existence of a solution

x* to (2.2), we have

Theorem 4.1. There exists a constant c, independent of A and a, such that

(4.2) |(x* - xTL < cA*||x* - x*||.

Proof. Observe that x = x* satisfies (2.2); subtracting relation (2.2) with x = x*

from the same relation with x = x* gives us the following expression for the error
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e = x* — x*:

(4.3)
eg = 0,

ej • v('y~) = e"-r v(?7-i) + (e> * +ATyl>

for y = 1, 2, . . . , N, and v G n*. Summing (4.3) over y = 1, 2, . . . , m, yields

(4-4) «S,-v(/-)=2   M+^y),
7=1

for all v G n* n C[0, 7]. Let w G Hk+X[0, T] satisfy the relation

v/+ATw = 0,   on [0, T],
(4-5)

lw(U-e«.

By Lemma 4.2 below,

IWU+1<c|em|,

where c denotes a generic constant throughout this paper.

Now let us recall, from Ciarlet [10] or Strang and Fix [21], that there exists an

interpolation operator /: L2[0, T] -> n* such that

(4-6) ||w - w7|L < cAM-'||w||M)

whenever k + 1 > m > s and ||w||m < oo; moreover, if k and m > 1, w7 can be

chosen so that

\W(tf) = w(r/)f

\*'(t-) = *(//-),

j = 0,...,N. Hence, for the solution of (4.5), w7 G C[0, T], and, by (4.6),

(4.7) ||w - w'H, < cA*||w|U+1 < c/t*K,|.

Combining (4.5) and (4.7) leads to

(4.8) Hw7 + A V|| = llw7 - w +AT(W - w)|| < chk\eam\.

Finally, inserting v = w7 in (4.4), applying the Schwarz inequality, and utilizing

(4.8) completes the proof.    □

Although Theorem 4.1 applies to any a, it does not guarantee convergence since

the L2 error in x* may diverge. Also note that Theorem 4.1 holds for k — 0: just set

v = eam in (4.4).

Lemma 4.2. Suppose that g\Jm G Hk(Jm) for m = 1, 2, . . . , N, and v G Hx[0, T]

satisfies the equation

(4.9) i/+AT\ = g

almost everywhere on [0, T]. Then there exists a constant c, independent of g and

s G [0, T], such that

\\v\\k + l<c{\v(s)\ + \\g\\k}.

Proof. Differentiate (4.9) k times to express v(* + 1) in terms of (v, g,

¿x\ . . . , gw}, then replace v using the identity

▼(f) = ®(t, s)v(s) + [' <D(f, a)g(o-) da,
Js

where 3> is the fundamental matrix associated with — A T.   □
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5. L2 Error. In analyzing the L2 error, we utilize the following bilinear form

/v-i

(5.1) B(x,v) = (x,v+Aty)+  2   xf-Svj -x^-v(^),
7=0

where (•, •) denotes the L2[0, 1] inner product and

8Vj = v(tf)-y(t-).

Assuming / is given by (4.1), the Galerkin problem (2.2) is equivalent to the

following: Find x G n* such that

(5.2) 5(x, v) + (b, v) + x° • v(0" ) = 0

for all v G n*. Introducing the norms

IW|2* = l|x||2 + 2   l^l2
7-0

and

lMl2K = l|V+^rV|l2 + |v(/¿)|2+ 2 I«y/,
7-0

observe that IÄ(x,v)| < ||x||^||v||^.

The error ||x* - x*||^ is now estimated. Define the balls

Bx~{x en*: Hxll*-1}    and   BY « {▼ e II*: ||t||k - 1}

and the parameter

(5.3) y* =   inf     sup  B(x, v).
xeB* veflK

By Babuska [1], [2] or Brezzi [5], we have

Theorem 5.1. //y* > 0, there exists xh G Uh satisfying (2.2) and

||x*-x*||^< |l+-LW*-w*||;r

for all w* G n*.

Supposing that y* is bounded away from zero uniformly in A, let us substitute

w* = x7, the interpolant of x*, to get

||x* - x*||* < c||x* - x7||^ = c||x* - x7|| < cA*+I||x*||fc+1.

Since  ||x* - xh\\x > ||x* - x*||, it follows that ||x* - x*|| = 0(hk+x). The re-

mainder of this section addresses the problem of estimating y*.

Notice that ||x||x consists of terms involving |x"| and ||x||. As we shall see, the

estimation of y* reduces to the companion cases: |x°|/||x|| small or l^c01 |/||x|| large.

Let us begin with the first situation. Define the subspace

ng = {x G n*: x° = 0},

let n*'*-1 c n* be the subset of piecewise polynomials with degree at most k — 1,

and let <$ denote the L2 projection into n*'*_1.
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Lemma 5.2. // there are ß and y, independent of A, such that one of the following

conditions hold:

(1) a0 = 0, -oo < ß < a,< y < \, or

(2) aN = 1, oo > ß > aj > y > \,

for y = 1, 2, . . . , N — 1,  then  there exists p > 0 (independent of A) such  that

p\\x\\ < ||<3>x|| < ||x|| for all x G II*.

Proof. Since 1? is an L2 projection, ||^Px|| < ||x||. Now let/? denote the Legendre

polynomial of degree k, translated and scaled to the interval [tj_x, /■] and normal-

ized so that/>(/,) = 1. Hence, for any x G n*, there exists c, G Ä" such that

(5.4) x(t) = (<3>x)(/) + CjP(t),       t G Jj.

Recalling that/>(/,_,) = (- 1)*, cy is evaluated:

Cj = (-l)k[x(tf_x)-^x(tf_x)].

And substituting into (5.4) gives us

(5-5) \\x\\aoJ<\x(tJ+_x)\+2\\9x\\aoJ,

since ||p||    . = 1. Squaring (5.5) and utilizing the relation

ab < (r¡a2 + t)_1A2)/2,       17 > 0,

we have

INll,y < (1 + v)\x(t+x)\2 + 4(1 + «-'»l^xll^.

Summing over y = 1.JV yields

(5-6) 2   \\x\Lj < (1 + T?) 2 l*('y+-,)|2 + 4(1 + i)-') 2   \\9x\tj.
7=1 7=1 7=1

Now suppose that xellj; as noted earlier, the assumption a0 = 0 implies that

xg = x(0+). Since x" = 0, we see that x(0+) = 0, and, moreover, by (2.3), x(tf) =

PjX(tj~), where p, = a,/(a,- - I) for j = I, 2, . . . , N - I. Since À/(l - X) is a

monotone function of X < 1, X/(l - X) < 1 for X < ~ and, furthermore, both the

parameter

p = maximum {| ßf(ß- 1)|, |y/(y- 1)1}

is < 1, and |p.| < p fory = 1, . . . , /V — 1. Combimng these observations gives us

(5.7) 2 |x(£,)l2 < p2 2 HtjZÙ? < p2 21 llx||2M,7.
7=1 7=2 7=1

Hence, by (5.6) and (5.7),

(5.8) [1 - (1 + 7,)p2] 2   llxlll.7 < 4(1 + i,"1) 2   119x1k,,.
7-1 7-1

Since p < 1, let us choose tj so small that (1 + n)p2 < 1. Recalling that there exist

cx,c2 > 0 (independent of A) such that

N

c,||x||2<A2   \\x\tj < c2||x||2
7-1

for all x G n\ (5.8) completes the proof when a0 = 0. The proof for aN = 1 is

almost identical.    □
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Applying this lemma gives us

Theorem 5.3. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2, there exist positive constants cx,

c2, and A such that

sup{5(x, v): v G By) > c,||x|| - c2Al/2|x"|

for all x G n* andO < A < A~.

Proof. Given x G n\ let z E II' be the continuous, piecewise linear polynomial

satisfying z(tf) = xj for 0 < y < N, and define y = (x — z) G IT*,. By the triangle

inequality,

(5.9) \B(x,y)\> \B(y,y)\-\B(z,y)\.

If v G //'[O, T], v(T~) = 0, and v(0~) = v(0+),

|t3(z,v)| = |(z,v+^7-v)| < ||z|| \\y\\y.

Since z is piecewise linear,

lililí < max{|x;|, |x;_,|}.

Therefore, ||z|| < 2A1/2|x°|, and we have

(5.10) |5(z,v)|<2A,/V|||v||„.

Let w G H '[0, T] satisfy the equation

Í w +ATv/ = <3>y,    a.e. on [0, T],

U(^-) = o,
where 9 denotes the L2 projection defined above. By (4.6),

||w-w/||1<cA*||w|U + 1,

and, by Lemma 4.2 and the fact that the polynomials composing 9 y have degree at

most k - 1,

l|w||t+I <c||<3>y||, = c||<3>y||,_1.

Moreover, the mesh uniformity implies that

||9>yL-, <cA,-*||íPy||,

the so-called inverse condition. Combining these relations, we get

(5.11) IIW--/H, <cA||<3>y|| <cA||y||.

Now, by the definition of w and Lemma 5.2,

> P\\y\\,
Mrm ll^yll.

Hence, we have

(5.12) |V|   /<HIk+ II—'»,<0 + <*)!»

I >IWIf- II" - w<||r > (» - <*)||y||.
Again, by Lemma 5.2,

(5.13) B(y, w) = (y, 9y) - (<3>y, <3>y) > p2||y||2,

and, from (5.11),

(5.14) \B(y, W - w)| < cllw7 - *\\x\\y\\ < ch\\y\\2.
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Inserting v = w7 into (5.9), dividing by Hw7^, and utilizing (5.10) and (5.12)-

(5.14) yields for A sufficiently small:

(5.15) sup   B(x, v)>(p2- ch)\\y\\ - 2hx'2\xa\.
VSBy

On the other hand,

(5.16) ||y|| > ||x|| - ||z|| > ||x|| - 2A1/2|xa|.

Relations (5.15) and (5.16) complete the proof.   □

Next, let us study the case where |xa|/||x|| is large, and the following lemma is

helpful.

Lemma 5.4. Given u G (R")N, suppose that v: [0, T] -^ R" satisfies the following

relations:

v +A Tv = 0       on (tj_x, tj),   j=l,2,...,N,

8vj = Uj,      j=l,2,...,N- 1,

y(7-) = -u^.

Then there exists a constant c > 0 (independent of A and u) such that ||v||m <

cA_l/2|u|, whenever 0 < m < k + 1.

Proof. Define the function w: [0, T] -> R" as follows:

(5.17) w(«) = ▼(/) + 2 «/.       '6 ({,-., tj),   j = l,...,N.
i=j

Observe that w belongs to //'[O, T] and satisfies the identities

w(r-) = o,

HO + Ait)1 HO - 2 «/
i-j

= 0, / G (/,._„ tj),j = 1, N.

Applying Lemma 4.2 with s = T, we get, for 0 < m < k + 1,

N        t   N \2 IN \2 N

IH2m<c2 as |u,|   <c  2 l»yl   <^2 N2
7=1       \/=7 / I 7-1 J 7-1

Combining this with (5.17) gives us

N        IN

2*2
.7=1       \'-7

Y|L  <   \M\m  +   \    2    h{   2    N]   j < C/V'/2J   2    lUyl2}       •      D

Theorem 5.5. There exist positive constants cx, c2, and A such that, for any x G n*

andO < A < A~,

sup{y3(x, v): v G Bv} > cx\xa\ - c2A1/2||x||.

Proof. Given x G n*, let w satisfy the following relations:

w +A rw = 0   on (tj_x, if),   j = 1, . . . , N,

Swj = x°,      j = 0, . . . , N - 1,

w(T-) = -x%.
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Since (w7 - w) G C[0, T], H(T-) = y/(T~), and w7^") = w(0"),

l|w'-w|ll'=ll(lY7-*) + ^7V-w)ll

< c\\H - w||, < cA*ï|w||t+l < chk-i/2\x*\,

where the last inequality comes from Lemma 5.4. Therefore, we have

|£(x, H)\ = \B(x, w) + B(x, w7 - w)|

> |x"|2 - ||x|| Hw7 - w||K > Ix«!2 - cA*-'/2||X|| |x°|

by (5.18). Similarly, (5.18) gives us

(5.20) \\W\\y < \\w\\v + llw - H\\y = \x«\ + ||w - H\\v < (1 + chk'x'2)\xa\

and

(5.21) \\vr'\\y> (I - chk~x/2)\xa\.

Dividing (5.19) by Wvr'Wy and utilizing the inequalities (5.20) and (5.21), the proof is

complete.   □

Combining Theorems 5.3 and 5.5, we have

Corollary 5.6. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2, y* is uniformly bounded away

from zero for A sufficiently small.

Proof. Adding the inequalities in Theorems 5.3 and 5.5, we conclude that there

exist positive scalars c„ c2, and A such that

sup   B(x, v) > 2(c, - c2A'/2)[||x|| + |x"|]
y&By

for all 0 < A < A and x G Bx. Setting tj = minimum{A~ c\/4c2) gives us

sup   t3(x, v) > c,[||x|| + |x°|]
T/GBy

for all 0 < A < tj. But for x G Bx, ||x|| + |xa| > 1; therefore, y* > c, for A suffi-

ciently small.   □

Combining Theorem 4.1, Corollary 5.6, and the remark below Theorem 5.1, we

have

Theorem 5.7. // there are ß and y independent of A such that one of the following

conditions hold:

(1) a0 = 0, -oo < ß < Oj < y < \, or

(2)aN m1, oo >ß >aj>y>\,

forj = 1, 2, . . . , N — 1, then

\(xh -x*)a\x = 0(h2k + x)   and   ||x* - x*|| = 0(hk+x).

Remark 5.8. If a0 = 0, the assumption a, < | is necessary for the convergence of

the Galerkin scheme. For a, > \, we detected numerical instability and divergence,

while for the marginal cases a- = \ or a, = - oo and Gauss-Legendre quadrature,

the convergence rates observed in numerical experiments with k < 3 are reported

in the following table.
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Table A. Observed convergence rates for k < 3 and a0 = 0.

467

l|xn-x*|| k+l

l(xh-x*A

Similarly, if aN = 1, the scheme is unstable for a, < |,   j = 0, ..., N — 1.

Remark 5.9. We have tested our scheme on the following problems with -oo < a

< I and observed the same convergence rates established by Theorem 5.7:

(i) x(t) = x(t),

(Ü) x(t) =-I0x(t),

(iii) x(t) = x(t)2,

(iv) x(t) =-2tx(t)2,

t G [0, 1], x(0) = 1.

tG[0,l],x(0)=l.

t G [0, .5], x(0) = 1.

ÍG[0, l],x(0)=l.

Appendix 1. Examples.

Table B. Integration schemes for k = 1, a0 = 0 and a- < Vi.

Legendre Radau0 Radau'

3-V3
6

y
2

6

\
2

b„,
1_

v/3

I

\

6

2+^3
6

2-y^

6

I

6

WO
l-y/3 ] + V%

2 2

I-V3

V3

>/J

l + v^

An "x" is placed in row clm if xjt is evaluated explicitly and the associated

extrapolation coefficient is not needed.
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Table C. Integration schemes for k = 2, a0 = 0 and a- < Vi.

Legendre Radau0

" 10 " " S + yT5 6-yg

10

16+ys
36

6+V6
10

i6- yg

36

b.
2 + 3V6"

25

2-3y/6"' 25

7
60

4+^15

7 + 2^/13
60

4-yT5
15

\

6

4+y/l5

15

7-2y/i5

60

4-\A5

1_

60

9+V6

9-^

75

24+V6
120

168 + 73-y/g

600

168-73 V?

24-yg

120

WH
S-y/13

6
5+\/T5

6

2-3y/6

6

2 + 3^
6

!3-3yT5
3

10— yT5

IQ+y/13
3

4yA5-20
3

20 + 4yT5

3

IQ-yTS
3

I0+VT5 10-2^/6

lQ + 2-,/6
3

8-l3y/6
6

22+17y/6

6

\l^-22

8+13-^/6

6
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Table D. Integration schemes for k = 2, a0 = 0 and a- < Vi.

469

£« 4-v'6

16- \/6

36

4+y/6

10

16+ v'6
36

-2 + 3 v'6
25

2 + 3 v'<>
25

24-y^"120

24+nyg

6-y/5

12

24 - 11 -y/e
120

24+V6
120

6+y/6

12

WD

16-   7 v'6
6

2 + 3y/g
6

2-3\/6
6

IO-2y/6

3

16 + 7^6 IO + 2x/6
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Table E. Convergence rates for k = 1 and 2, a0 = 0 and a- < Vi.

Ilxh-x* l(xh-x')01l0

Gauss-Legendre

Gauss-Radau

Gauss-Lobatto

Gauss-Legendre

Gauss-Radau

Gauss-Lobatto

Integration schemes derived from Gauss quadrature with k = 1 and a, = 1,

j = 0, . . . , N, are listed below. In all cases, the convergence rates are 3 and 2 for

|(x* - x*)"!«, and ||x* - x*||, respectively, except that |(x* - x*TL = 0(h2) for

Gauss-Lobatto quadrature.

Table F. Integration schemes for k = 1 and a- = 1.

Gauss-Legendre

1 + V3

1W3
6

Gauss-Radau0

_5_
12

Gauss-Radau1

12
'12

Gauss-Lobatto
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Appendix 2. Piecewise Constant Approximation. Let us consider the case k = 0.

Given x G n*, let xm denote the value of x on Jm. Hence, with a0 = 0 and a. = ß

for y = 1, 2, . . ., yV, (2.2) becomes the following:

(Al)

where

(A2)

x, = x",

(1 - ß)(x2 - x.) = tx(xx),

(1  - ß)(xj+x  - Xj) + ß(Xj - X,_,) = tj(Xj), j = 2,...,N,

tj(Xj) = p   t(Xj, t) dt.

The choices ß = 0 and 1/2 are related to Euler's explicit and improved methods,

respectively.

Recall that (Al) is convergent if the zeros of the following characteristic equation

are less than or equal to one in magnitude:

(1 - ß)X2 + (2/3 - 1)X - ß = 0.

Since the zeros are 1 and ß/ß — 1, we see that (Al) is convergent for ß < 1/2.

Similarly, there is divergence for ß > 1/2. Also recall that if (Al) is convergent, its

rate is determined by the local truncation error. Expanding f in a Taylor series

about (Xj, tj), it follows that the scheme is first order for ß < 1/2.

Now let us consider the error in the a-averaged variable

xj = ßxj + (I - ß)xj+x,      y=l,...,/V,

for ß = 1/2. Adding (Al) to the same equation, but withy replaced by (y + 1), and

expanding f in a Taylor series about (xj, tf), we obtain

x%, = x«_, + 2Af(x;, tj) + 0(h3),       ß = 1/2.

Deleting the 0(h3) term gives us Euler's improved method, a second order scheme.

Hence xf is correct to second order. As noted above, the Gauss-Legendre quadra-

ture formula

/" p(t)dt^p(l/2)

for (A2) preserves the second order convergence of xj*. For ß < 1/2, the order

drops to one.

If aN = 1 and a, = ß,   j = 0, . . . , N - 1, (2.2) is equivalent to

(A3)

/3x0+(l-y3)x1 = x°,

(1 - 0X*y+i - */) + ß(*j - x7-i) = W'      J - l> ■ ■ ■ > N - 1>

^(x^ -xN_x) = fN(xN).

For ß = 1, this gives us Euler's implicit method, which is implicit over each mesh

interval; but for ß ¥= I, (Al) is implicit over [0, T]. Similar to the case a0 = 0, the
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convergence rate for xa is 2 if ß = 1/2, and 1 for ß > 1/2; the scheme diverges

when ß < 1/2.
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